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Present and Proxy:  See list at end of the minutes 

Apologies:   See list at end of the minutes 
Minute taker:   Lara Gregson, Executive Officer, Scottish Gymnastics  
 
 
Brian Ewing (Chair of Scottish Gymnastics) began by extending his personal welcome and thanks to everyone for taking 

the time to attend as we know that AGMs are often viewed as a necessary evil but they are nonetheless important in 

ensuring and securing the effective governance of the sport – thank you all for attending and for your participation in 

today’s meeting. 

 

Building on the success of recent AGM and the positive feedback received from the membership we will continue with 

such events on the virtual platform and trust that this meets with your approval. 

 

Some general housekeeping matters before proceeding to the formal agenda: 

 

• This AGM will be recorded for administrative purposes only, ensuring accuracy in recording and note taking of 

discussion but it will not be ‘shared’ with any individual or organisation. The minutes and record of the meeting 

as always will be uploaded to Scottish Gymnastics website pending approval. 

• The chat room will be open throughout the meeting and we will address and respond to questions raised at 

the end of each agenda item. Lara Gregson will collate all questions raised. 

• Please ensure that your mics remain on mute at all times unless speaking. 

• The AGM agenda and associated papers have been available on the Scottish Gymnastics website for your 

consideration and deliberation. Lara will outline the process of voting in a few minutes. 

• Resolutions will be considered against the relevant agenda item. 

• Brian directed everyone to item 9 on the agenda – Any Other Business – and ask that anyone with any such 

business to please send this to Lara now through the chat room.  Lara will collate as required and we will 

address all such matters at this point in the agenda. 

Brian advised that for the AGM to be quorate there was a current requirement for a minimum of 38 member clubs, in 
addition to the individual and honorary life member categories, to be present or to have submitted their vote by proxy 
i.e.    
 

Membership type Total votes as at  
26 February 2023 

25% 
requirement 

Voting 
members 
attending 

Votes by 
proxy  

Quorate 
Yes/No 

Clubs (152) 2 votes each 304 38 15 37 

 Honorary life member 22  0 2 

Individual member 9  9 1 

Total 335  24 40 Yes 

  
The outcome is that this meeting is quorate, and resolutions can be considered. A list of those present and apologies 
received is available at the end of these minutes.  
 
Approval of Previous Minutes 
 
The AGM Minutes of 19 September 2021 and the General Meeting of 16 June 2022 had been previously circulated to 
members. Lara explained the voting process using polls within the zoom meeting, with attendees votes added to the 



 

 

proxy votes received in advance. The members were invited to vote for resolution one and the results were shared. The 
minutes were approved.  
 
Chair’s Update 
 
Brian was delighted to share his chair’s report for the last year. It has been without doubt a challenging and difficult 
time over the last few years. Like all aspects of life, our sport was significantly impacted by Covid-19 and the associated 
restrictions that were put in place to safeguard the nation. Thankfully we now appear to be on the road to recovery 
following the pandemic and can look forward with optimism and positivity to the future. 
 
Throughout the pandemic much time was spent considering the potential long-term impact on gymnastics and how we 
might recover in the immediate post pandemic period. In the face of a multitude of challenges and new business needs 
the Scottish Gymnastic community responded as only it can. Our sport has returned beyond our wildest expectations; 
club activity is booming, events and programmes have returned, and membership is almost at pre-pandemic levels. It is 
testament to the drive and enthusiasm of all involved in our sport that we were able to adapt and continue the delivery 
of an outstanding experience across all of our clubs. 
 
This success is very much down to the passion and commitment of our gymnastics community – the gymnasts, coaches, 
officials, and volunteers. Your creativity and innovation during the pandemic have ensured a strong platform to build 
upon and we are well on the road to recovery. 
 
Uncertainty is always a precursor to change and the pandemic gave everyone the opportunity to reflect, and 
importantly, plan for the future. For the first time in our history, we joined with our fellow UK gymnastics governing 
bodies to develop a long term strategy for the sport moving forward working with one clear vision based on shared 
values and beliefs. 
 
We asked key stakeholders to help Shape our Future - gymnasts, coaches, clubs, volunteers, parents and partners 
contributed by sharing their thoughts and ideas. Your voice and input were crucial in developing a vision for our sport 
and in helping change the narrative around gymnastics. You will also be critical to its implementation and success. 
 
While agreeing a shared vision, purpose and values for our sport across the UK, we are retaining the identity and 
integrity of Scottish Gymnastics and our new strategy will concentrate on the needs and aspirations of the people and 
sport here in Scotland. 
 
Our new strategy is a ‘living’ document that calls on us all to collaborate openly and without fear. We will need to work 
together to communicate and share ownership of an evolving plan to ensure our sport impacts positively on everyone 
involved. Wellbeing and protection will be at the at the centre of everything that we do. The approach will be one of 
commitment, care and constant learning that emphasises a positive and open culture based upon a strong set of values 
developed by the whole gymnastics’ community. Brian looks forward to sharing the strategy with you in the coming 
weeks and to taking forward the growth and development of our sport. 
 
Scottish Gymnastics adheres to the highest levels of corporate governance. Our board and its committees have 
discharged their duties effectively throughout the year. Brian thanked and recognised the contribution of Wendy Lucas, 
Trish Swan and Zoe Frost whose tenure completed last year. We welcomed Kerri McHale and Ruth Wilson as general 
directors and David Johnson as finance director. Ian Chambers and Claire Bath were re-elected for their next term of 
office. Brian gave his thanks to all his fellow board members who give so much of their time to help guide our sport, 
providing informed insight, knowledge and challenge to our discussions.   
 
 
 
Keir Stewart completes his term as technical director at the close of today’s meeting and Brian took this opportunity to 

pay tribute to Keir for his outstanding contribution to the sport over many years. Keir was co-opted on to the Board in 

2014 as Technical Director – Olympic. He has an extensive background within the sport, as a high-level performance 

competitor representing Scotland at British European and World Championships; as a high-performance coach; and as 

an enthusiastic and committed club volunteer, overseeing a substantial club expansion plan which led to the 

development of key strategic partnerships working with both the local authority and in partnership with other 

stakeholders from a variety of gymnastics disciplines.  
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As a law graduate, he used this expertise over the years to support the development of our Articles of Association, 

always keeping the membership voice in mind. He was instrumental in the creation of the new board as Keir was elected 

as vice president in 2012. In his role as technical director, he chaired the Commonwealth Games selection process over 

two cycles and has supported the performance team over the years. He is a strong advocate for equality and inclusion 

within the sport. With his extensive knowledge, a passion for gymnastics and his great sense of humour, he has been a 

key member of the board and we hope he will continue in some guise to make a positive contribution to the future 

development of our sport. 

 

Thank you, Keir, on behalf of everyone at Scottish Gymnastics for your outstanding commitment to the sport. 

 
The Board is committed to working openly and transparently, listening and supporting you to better understand how 
we can work together. We are committed to increasing our engagement with our members and clubs and trust that you 
will take every opportunity to speak to us and contact us so that we can continue to build our sport together. 
 
Throughout the challenges of the past few years, we have had the enduring and unwavering support of all Scottish 
Gymnastics partners and stakeholders and there is no doubt that our relationship with partners has strengthened and 
extended to be ever stronger. Brian thanked them individually and collectively for their continued support and funding.   
 
Brian was privileged to witness first-hand the passion and commitment of the staff of Scottish Gymnastics and he 
commended their work to you.  Irrespective of the role and function they perform it is their dedication and focus on 
delivering the highest quality of service that has enabled us to overcome the challenges of the past years and look 
forward with positivity to the future. We are indebted to Doc McKelvey, his senior leadership team and every member 
of staff for their commitment, passion and dedication in support of our members and clubs. Brian passed on his thanks 
to them on behalf of the Scottish Gymnastics board. 
 
Finally, he shared his thanks to you – gymnasts, coaches, officials, volunteers, parents, carers – for giving so generously 
of your time. Brian greatly values your support, commitment and invaluable contribution.  Brian is confident that by 
working together with a shared vision, purpose and values, our community will create a new era for gymnastics, so that 
our people and our sport thrive in Scotland and beyond. 
 
Brian passed to Doc McKelvey to share his CEO update. 
 

CEO Update 
 

Doc started his update sharing that 2020-21 year is one of two halves. It is actually hard to believe that the year started 

with gymnastics still heavily restricted due to covid. As an organisation we continued to utilise the furlough scheme and 

were spending the majority of our time preparing papers to go to government. It was very much our job to try and open 

the sport back up in a safe manner but to take opportunities where we felt they existed. As always, the support of 

sportscotland was key as they helped with discussions and ultimately presented our papers to government. We were 

successful in returning contact coaching and face to face coach education before any other part of the UK and this was 

crucial to allow clubs to progress coaches through the pathway or to simply get back to some form of normality in their 

coaching activity. We also secured additional funding from sportscotland to allow us to offer a 50% subsidy for some of 

the coach education courses, something we know was appreciated. 

 

Unfortunately, performance exemptions were not as easy to get expanded and Doc fully understood the impact this 

had on some disciplines over others. Let me assure you we worked as hard as we could to get the Scottish government 

to move on this position.  

 

By the end of 2021 our events programme was returning, albeit still restricted and unfortunately 2022 started with 

further cancellations however as the year progressed things have got somewhat easier and although it was out with the 

time of this report Doc was delighted to attend the Acro Invitational in January this year.  

 

The return of the events programme has not been easy. Venues have been repurposed and can no longer accommodate 

our events as before and some are still being used as vaccination centers, yet the spirit and determination of our 

community always comes through. Doc wanted to record his thanks, especially to the technical committees and judges, 



 

 

all of whom are volunteers and give so much of their time and effort to make the events a reality. It simply would not 

happen without you.  

 

Gymfest is always a highlight of the year, and the buzz and excitement was evident as the event returned in 2022. For 

Doc it epitomises our sport through shear fun, friendship, and fantastic displays of skill from all involved.  

 

There are so many highlights from this last year or so. Some more exciting than others but all equally as important to 

the recovery and progression of the sport and know you will all digest the annual report cover to cover to find out more, 

however let me mention a few.  

• Scottish Gymnastics was one of the first in Scotland to achieve compliance against the new UK anti-doping, 

clean sport framework. Significant work went into this and continues to go into training and promoting 

gymnastics as a clean sport. 

• The introduction of a new electronic case management system, update to our performance handbooks and 

induction programme, redevelopment of our wellbeing and protection training courses, and restructure of our 

safeguarding staff team with a new head of department as part of the senior leadership team, all as we 

continue to progress against the recommendations from both our own independent review and the Whyte 

Review. 

• Many clubs continue to flourish and take on new facilities as the next stage of their development with the 

work of clubs and coaches across the country contributing to membership returning to over 30,000. The 

average size of a club has increased, and we now have more clubs than ever recording over 1,000 members.  

• The annual awards is always a highlight and although online at the end of 2021 it was great to be able to 

celebrate the successes and impact of our community once again.  

• Performance programmes have flourished since they returned and Scottish gymnastics now provides 

pathways in all disciplines with Scottish gymnasts surpassing themselves once again on the world stage with 

2022 being the first year that we have seen international medals in all disciplines. Doc encouraged all to read 

some of their successes in the annual report but Demi Adams winning the first ever Scottish world age grade 

medal in tumbling is one of many historic firsts in 2022, along with Shannon Archers bronze vault medal being 

the first ever Scottish women’s artistic medal at the commonwealth games and Louise Christies silver in ribbon 

a best ever for a Scottish Rhythmic gymnast at the Games.  

It has however continued to be a challenging year on the financial front, as you will hear later, however we have 

managed it well and stabalised the deficit position we have seen over the last couple of years. 

 

As we look forward Doc mentioned our work around the future direction and priorities for the sport. If Covid provided 

one thing it was an opportunity to try and take stock of where we were and where we wanted to go. We launched Shape 

Our Future alongside our gymnastics governing body partners across the UK involving gathering the current data we 

had from member surveys, launching a new culture survey, and holding member consultation events. All with the view 

of looking at what we wanted for our sport in the future and shaping values based on what our sport was like when it 

operates at its absolute best. 

 

This information has been taken and worked into a new vision and strategy for the sport. We will launch this further in 

the coming months but as per the themes from Shape Our Future it focuses on the experience of all within the sport 

and underlines our commitment to ensure the wellbeing of all members is at the heart of what we do. All supported by 

a strong set of values that will guide our actions and behaviours.   

 

It’s been a busy year and as always it is only through working together that we can achieve so much in the sport. We 

have continued to be supported by strong partners in sportscotland, our commercial partners and of course our 

colleagues at British Gymnastics and the Home Nations.  

 

Doc passed on his thanks also to the staff for their dedication and hard work through tough times and to the countless 

volunteers, technical committees, coaches, judges, parents, club officials and of course the gymnasts themselves. 

Together you are the sport, and the sport would be nothing without you.  

 

Thank you.  
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Finance Update 
 
Brian invited David Johnson, Finance Director to present the Annual Accounts. 

 

David provided a run through of the figures included in the annual report. He shared slides that highlighted the financial 

details based on the yearend change to 31 August to align our financial year with our membership year; figures are 

therefore for 17 months.  

 

FY21/22 is a 17-month period to 31 August 2022, worth noting our year end was previously 31 March.  Therefore, 

comparator figures for FY20/21 are for year ended 31 March 2021. This change was made to align our financial year end 

with membership year. 

 

Scottish Gymnastics have achieved an operating surplus of £27.6k in the period to 31 August 2022. This stabilises the 

reserves position, reversing the impact of FY20/21 deficit of £21.6k. 

As financial sustainability is a key aim for Scottish Gymnastics, this allows us to build the sport in line with strategic 

objectives going forward. 

 

Income and Expenditure account shows a period-on-period increase in income of £1.3m, this is mainly driven by increase 

in Membership income by £411.8k (FY21/22: £947.5k v FY20/21: £535.7k) and increase in income from performance 

camps and events by £344k (FY21/22 £364.4k v FY20/21 £20.4k). Comparable increase in expenditure in the period of 

£1.26m, with performance camps and events cost increase of £346k and staff cost increase of £366k being main drivers 

along with the longer accounting period. 

 

The balance sheet shows movement on reserves of £27.6k, with our reserves position increasing from £360.4k to £388k. 

Fixed assets movement of £17.8k is due to computer equipment additions of £5.2k less depreciation charge for the 

period of £23k. Current assets decrease of £42.1k, mainly due to decrease in debtors of £97.8k. The movement is due 

to the impact of the change in year end on prepayments, primarily WPA and insurance. 

 

Creditors due within 1 year decreased by £87.5k, mainly due to £100k covid recovery grant income included in 

deferred income in prior year being released to the Income statement during FY21/22. Creditors due after one year of 

£150k is the interest free loan from sportscotland, the first loan repayment date is 1 April 2024, with the loan 

repayable after 3 years. 

 

The surplus achieved in FY2021/22 would not have been possible without the additional £100k business recovery 

covid grant received from sportscotland. We thank sportscotland for their continued support. David thanked Patricia 

McGill and Lisa Scott for all their work supporting the financial processes. 

 

Brian thanked David, Patricia and Lisa for their work in ensuring a strong fiscal position in what has been a most 

challenging period 

 

Annual membership fees 
 
A detailed rationale for the proposed increase in individual and club membership fees has been provided in the AGM 

papers. Brian invited Doc to provide an overview of the resolution to increase memberships by £1 per individual 

category and a 10% increase for the club fee for the 2023/24 membership year. 

 

Doc shared the rationale for the proposed increase in fees. As you know membership income helps us to invest in the 

sport and support activity as well as support some of the core costs of the organisation. We are committed to sustaining 

the service levels that were outlined in the rationale shared in advance, and we are all too aware of the costs of doing 

so continue to rise. We also hope through our new strategy to invest further in the sport to focus on the experience we 

provide for all and to provide further development and engagement in key areas identified through shape our future. 



 

 

We are fully aware of the financial pressures for all at the minute and are therefore asking the membership to approve 

what we feel is a modest fee increase of £1 to individual categories and 10% to club fees. Doc hoped the membership 

felt able to support this increase. 

Andy Youl asked about the increase in relation to British Gymnastics fees. Doc confirmed that he does not have the 

details of what British Gymnastics will be doing this year. They do not have to take any fee increases to their 

membership. 

Members were invited to vote using the poll option within zoom. Lara confirmed based on votes received at the meeting 

and by proxy, the resolution was approved with an increase to membership fees by £1 per individual category and an 

increase of 10% to club fees for the 2023/2024 membership year. 

Election of the Company’s accountants/auditors  
 
Brian then proposed the resolution for the approval of Thompson Cooper as Company accountants and auditors for a 
further year. This followed a tender process to identify a new provider. Members were invited to vote using the poll 
option within zoom. 
 
Lara confirmed based on votes received at the meeting and by proxy, the resolution was approved. 
 

Consideration of any other Resolutions 

Ordinary Resolution 4 relates to the appointment of Board members as per the Articles of Association. As current 

directors terms of office come to an end, we have on this occasion one non-executive director position for your 

consideration and approval. 

 

Following a thorough and detailed recruitment process, the board nominates the appointment of Karen Rees as non-

executive director with specific focus on wellbeing and protection. Karen’s detailed biography was been circulated with 

the AGM papers for your consideration and support. 

 

After a career in nursing, Karen specialised in child and adult safeguarding, working for many years in the NHS trust 

community and mental health unit as their safeguarding service manager. During the time that Karen was in 

safeguarding roles she worked on a range of Adult and Child Safeguarding Board subgroups, acting as chair or vice chair 

on numerous occasions. 

 

In 2015, Karen left the NHS to become an independent safeguarding consultant. Since then, Karen has undertaken case 

reviews for both adults and children as well as other non-statutory reviews on a wide range of themes across the 

country. Karen has delivered safeguarding training across a range of topics to various organisations.  

  

Her love of cycling led her to be appointed as independent member and adviser for British Cycling safeguarding case 

management group from its inception in 2019. Karen has a clear passion for safeguarding and brings a wealth of 

experience and knowledge across all aspects of the well-being and protection agenda and is excited to bring that 

experience to Scottish Gymnastics. 

 
Members were invited to vote using the poll option within zoom. Lara confirmed based on votes received at the meeting 
and by proxy, the resolution was approved, and Karen was elected as a non-executive director. 
 
Congratulate Karen on her appointment and wish her every success in her role. 

 

There being no further business it now falls to me to formally close today’s meeting. 

 

Before doing so Brian took the opportunity to extend his thanks to: 

 

• Everyone attending today’s meeting and for your ongoing support of Scottish Gymnastics 

• To Doc McKelvey CEO and all staff of Scottish Gymnastics for their outstanding commitment and work. 

• To Lara Gregson for her work in preparing and administering today’s meeting and ensuring all ran smoothly. 
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• To our strategic partners for their support – in particular a thanks to sportscotland for their support through 

the recent challenging period and to Sandy Hodge our Partnership manager who is moving on to pastures 

new – thank you Sandy for your support and wise counsel and we wish you every success in your new role. 

• To his colleagues on the Board of Scottish Gymnastics for their time, commitment and valued contribution. 

• And finally, and by no means least – to the Gymnastic community – our gymnasts of all ages and abilities, to 

the coaches, judges, club officials and volunteers 

Who give of their time to allow our clubs and our sport to develop and thrive. – without their contribution our sport 

would not survive or flourish. 

 

As we move forward with our new strategy we will – more than ever – need to pull together to ensure continued 

success. Working TOGETHER we will secure the future growth of gymnastics in Scotland and fulfil our dreams and 

aspirations. 

Thanks again to everyone for attending and there being no further business Brian formally closed the meeting at 10.42 

am. 

 

 
  



 

 

Present Scottish Gymnastics board of directors: Brian Ewing, Doc McKelvey, David Johnson, Ally 
Whike,  Ian Chambers, Keir Stewart, Kerri McHale, 
Ruth Wilson, Karen Rees 

 

Scottish Gymnastics registered clubs:  

Alvah Gymteam  

Avondale Gymnastics Club  

Banchory Trampoline & DMT Club Beacon Rhythmic Gymnastics Club 

City of Edinburgh Gymnastics Club  
Dumfries Y Gymnastics Dynamite 

East Kilbride Gymnastics Club  

Hillfoots GC Hamilton Gymnastics Club 

Meadowbank GC Pentland Gymnastics Club 

Saltire Team Gymnastics  
  

Honorary life members: N/A 

  

Scottish Gymnastics staff:  Lara Gregson, Patricia McGill, Iona Scott 

sportscotland staff: N/A 
  

Apologies       Honorary life members: Val Purves, John Beeton 

  

     Individual members: Claire Bath 

  
Proxy Votes      SS Scottish Gymnastics registered clubs:  

Aboyne GC & TC Ayrshire GC 

Astro Gymnastics Club West Lothian Artistic GC 

Banchory Trampoline & DMT Club City of Edinburgh TC 

City of Glasgow Gymnastics Club Dunfermline Zodiak GC 

Eclipse Gymnastics Club Scotland ETKO Gymnastics Academy 
Falkirk School of Gymnastics Flyers TC 

Flair Gymnastics Club Forth Valley Team Gymnastics Ltd 

Garioch GC Glasgow Gymnastics 

Gymtastix Ibex GC 

Inverness GC Kirkcaldy GC 
Midlothian GC Orkney Gymnastics Club 

Phoenix (Forfar) GC Scorpio Gymnastics Club 

Scotia Trampoline Academy Shetland GC 

Sparta Trampoline Club Tay Valley GC 

Tryst GC Two Foot Higher 
Uist Gymnastics West Dunbartonshire GC 

 


